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Abstract 

In this paper we describe a Cartesian grid algo
rithm for modeling time-dependent compressible flow in 
complex geometry. In this approach problem geometry 
is treated as an interface embedded in a regular Carte
sian mesh. The discretization near the embedded boun
dary is based on a volume-of-fluid approach with a 
redistribution ~ure to avoid time-step resttictions 
arising from small cells where the boundary intersects 
the mesh. The algorithm is coupled to an unsplit 
second-order GodlDlOV algorithm and is fully conserva
tive, maintaining conservation at the boundary. The 
Godunov / Canesian grid integration scheme is coupled 
to a local adaptive mesh refinement algorithm that 
selectively refines regions of the computational grid to 
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achieve a desired level of accuracy. Examples showing 
the results of the combined Cartesian grid I local 
refinement algorithm for both two- and three· 
dimensional flows are presented. 

Introduction 

A broad range of engineering applications require 
the modeling of inviscid compressible Hows in complex 
geometries. When viscous effects and heat transfer are 
important considerations a regular body-fitted grid is 
needed to accurately resolve the flow but when these 
effects are not critical a simplified procedure can be 
used. One approach is to use a fully unstructured grid 
in which triangles (or tetrahedra in three dimensions) 
are used to tessellate the flow domain. There are many 
references in the literature on this approach; the 
interested reader is referred to, for example, Jameson et 
al [1] and Lohner and Parikh [2]. An alternative 
approach is to maintain a unifonn computational mesh 
and treat the problem geometry as a specialized boun
dary embedded in the mesh. This approach was first 
proposed by Wedan and South [3]. The interested 
reader is referred to recent work by Berger and 
LeVeque [4] and by Zeeuw and Powell [5] for a discus
sion of the more recent literature in this area. 

In this paper we present a Cartesian grid / embed
ded boundary method by using i~ previously 
developed for shock tracking by Chern and Colella [6] 
and by Bell, Colella and Welcome [7). In this 
approach we view the boundary as a "lracked front" in 



a regular Cartesian grid with the dynamics of the boun
dary given by specified boundary conditions such as~ for 
example, a stationary reflecting wall. The discretiza
tion near the boundary uses a volume-of-fiuid approach 
combined with an unsplit second-order Godunov 
difference method that is fully conservative. This basic 
integration methodology is coupled to a local adaptive 
mesh refinement algorithm given by Bell et al [81. For 
this algorithm the geometry is specified by defining, for 
each cell in the computational mesh, the volume frac· 
tion of the cell inside the flow domain and the area 
fraction of each face of the cell that is in the computa
tional domain. 

The key technical difficulty in developing this 
approach for time-accurate flows arises from small cells 
that can occur when the geometry is overlaid on the 
mesh. There is essentially no control over that process 
and arbittarily small cells can be formed. Our approach 
for dealing with this problem uses a variation of the 
algebraic redisttibution algorithm of Chern and Colella 
[6] to conservatively distribute the update of small cells 
to their neighbors to maintain conservation. This 
allows the scheme to use time steps computed from 
CFL considerations on the uniform grid. 

In the next section we provide an overview of the 
basic integration method for embedded boundaries. The 
details of the algorithm are discussed in section 3. In 
section 4, we describe the coupling of the basic integra
tion algorithm to the local adaptive mesh refinement 
algorithm of Bell et al (8]. The last section of the 
paper presents numerical examples for both two- and 
three-dimensional flows. 

Overview of the Integration Algorithm 

In this section we describe the basic second-order 
Godunov algorithm with an embedded boundary in a 
summary form. Although the methodology is applica
ble to other systems of conservation laws such as, for 
example, magnetohydrodynamics, we will restrict the 
discussion in this paper to gas dynamics. The metho
dology has been developed for Cartesian grids in two 
and three dimensions and for cylindrical coordinates in 
two dimensions. For cJarity of exposition we will 
describe the method for the three-dimensional case. 
The restriction to two dimensions is straightforward. 
and the modification for cylindrical coordinate will 
sketched in section 3. Thus, we want to solve 

au aF~ aF' of! 
-+-+-+-=0 (2.1) at ox ay az 

where. in the case of gas dynamics, 
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The representation of the solution consists of two com~ 
ponents, the state vector U and the representation of the 
geometry. Thus~ for each cell ll'ijk in the computational 
mesh we store the state vector Vij" and volume frac
tions and "apertures" which provide the geometric 
description of the domain needed by the integration 
algorithm. The volume fraction Aiji is the fraction of 
cell 4ijk that is inside the flow domain. Thus, Aij" 

equals 1 for cells completely inside the flow domain, 0 
for cells completely outside the flow domain and an 
appropriate fraction for mixed cells. The apertures 
Ai+\i,j ,,1> Ai J+Y1.k I and Ai J .k+'h specify the fraction of the 
area of the faces of each cell that lie inside the flow 
domain (where i+lhJ Jc refers to the face common to 
cells 4iJ.k and di+lJ.".) We note that the geometry 
specification is typically sparse with only a small frac
tion of the computational cells being mixed. Sparse 
data structures are used that compress this infonnation 
so that seven additional full arrays are not required. 

The basic algorithm is, essentially. a two-step 
process. In the first step we compute fluxes for U 
"ignoring" the presence of l:he embedded front. To per. 
fonn this step, it is necessary to extrapolate states out
side the domain within one cell of a mixed cell. Using 
these extrapolated values. whose exact specification is 
given below. we define swes utI that extend the 
definitions of U to a slightly larger domain 

In the first step of the algorithm, we use an 
unsplit second-order Godunov integration algorithm 
developed by Colella [9] to compute fluxes for U. This 
scheme has the form 

U!ltl = U!'· + ~(F~JJ.. ; &. - F~. \A. ; L) + 'J 'J Ax ,-,....,.... ,....-,....,.'" 

:; (F1J...JA,k-F1J+"h.,t}+.!: (FlJ.k-lh -FlJ .k+1hJ(2.2) 

Here. Ff-Wz,j.k t F1J+1h.,k., FlJ.k+'h. approximate time aver
aged fluxes at the cell edges, and are assumed to be 
explicit functions of un of the form 

Ff+,h.J.k = F~(UrJ-l.k-l , ...• Ul'.HJ+l~+l; (D;,U)i-rJ-r.k-r, 

•...• (D ;'U)i+rJ+r.k+') 

FIJ-WL.k = F' (Ul'-l,i.k-l .... 'Ut+lJ+l.k+t; (D;'U)i-rJ-r.k-rt 

, .•. ,(D ;U)i+rJ+r.k+r) 

FtJ.k+'h ;;: F1.(Ul'-lJ-l.kt ...• Ul'.HJ+l.k+l; (D;'U)i-'J-r.k-,' 

, ... ,(DaU)i+'J+'~+r) 

where D a represents the three one-sided differences at 



each point., namely, 

(D:r,-U)i.j.k = Ut'j.k - Ut:"lJ.,i, 

(Dy-U)iJ.k = Ul'j,k - Ui~j-l.,i. 

(Dz-U)jJ,k = Ul'J.,k -Ul'j.i-l. 

In other words, Ff+¥2J.,kJi'l.i+lh,i and Ft.j);+lh. depend on 
the values of V II in the 18 cells nearest the cell edge 
where the flux is defined, plus a possible dependence on 
values of V" farther away which appear only as one 
sided differences in U ". In addition. the scheme has 
the property that setting any of the Dz-U .Dy-U or Dz-U 
to zero adds dissipation to the scheme and when they 
are all set to zero the resulting scheme is a first..arder 
version of Godunov's method that has comer coupling 
so that it is stable for CFL number's up to 1.0. The 
only modification made to the integration module is to 
zero D:z.-U. D,-U and Dr-U when these differences 
involve cells that are entirely outside the fluid; i.e., 
difference contnbutions for computing fluxes that 
attempt to use values in cells where A lji = 0 are set to 
zero. 

The second step of the algorithm uses the fluxes 
computed in the first step and the geometric 
specification to update cells near the embedded boun
dary. This procedme is based on ideas developed by 
Chern and Colella The fluxes are combined with aper
tures that specify the area (in space-time along each 
edge) where that flux is applicable to compute a conser
vative update for U for each cell through with the front 
passes during a time step. Since cells intersected by the 
boundary at the new time have a reduced volume. fully 
updating the cell would lead to a violation of CFL con
ditions and would potentially lead to an instability. 
Thus, each cell receives a ftaction of its specified con
servative update that is consistent with stability. To 
preserve conservation the remainder of the update is 
redistributed to neighboring cells in a mass-weighted 
manner. 

The algorithm as described so far requires that 
topologically separate regions of the fluid (for instance, 
in the case where a baffle plate in embedded in the 
flow) be separated. by at least two computational cells 
that are entirely contained in the body. This require
ment is due to the construction of the extended states. 
Because the one-sided differences D%-U, Dy-U and 
DI.-U are set to zero if any body cells are involved. the 
extended states enter the algorithm only in the solution 
of the Riemann problem. If necessary, then, we can 
overcome the above limitation by forcing the solution 
of any Riemann problem at an edge separating a body 
cell from a mixed or fluid cell to be the value of the 
edge state corresponding to the non-body cell. We call 
this approach the "thin-wall" approximation. 

Even if the thin-wall approximation is employed, 
the algorithm still requires that truly separate regions of 
the flow be separated by at least one body cell. This 

requirement is due to the redistribution algorithm. 
Regardless of whether the thin-wall approximation is 
used or not., the cell-separation requirement needs to be 
met only at the finest level of calculation when the 
integration algorithm is coupled with AMR. 

Integration Scheme with Embedded Boundaries 

In this section we describe the integration scheme 
with tracking in more detail. We denote the grid cells 
by ~ilt: where i=i"n'" ,illi , j=jlo •. ·· .jlU' and 
k=lclD t ••• ,klU • Before beginning the flux computation 
we must first define the extended states. (This step is 
not employed if the thin-wall approximation is used.) 
The extension is done in a two step process. First. we 
identify which cells require an extended state for the 
flux computation. The fonn of the difference scheme 
as specified by (2.2) indicates that cells where a value 
is required are those within the 18 nearest neighbors of 
edges that border mixed cells but which are outside the 
fluid domain • .0. For later reference~ we define a 
marker, Pijk. such that Pijt=1 for cells that require an 
extended state and 0 otherwise. We then define an 
extended state 

[ 
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(3.1) 

for each cell where Pijk=l. where nbh(i J Jc) represents 
the 26 neighboring cells. We are guaranteed that at 
least one cell in nbh (i J Jc) has nonzero AijJ: so that 
(3.1) is defined. 

In the first step of the algorithm. we use the 
extended states defined above or the thin-wall approxi
mati on to compute fluxes for the edges of cells using 
the second-order Godunov procedure described in the 
previous section. The use of extended states or of the 
thin·wall approximation and the modification to the 
integration algorithm allows fluxes F f.t.h.J.!' F 1 J~ and 
FfJ.k+'h to be defined for all edges of cell where Aijl:-:;.(J 

or where Ajjlt. = 0 and P ijt = 1. 

The next step in the integration algorithm uses 
the fluxes computed in the first step in a volume-of
fluid update for the solution. Although we will not 
make any distinction at this point in the discussion. for 
cells entirely within the flow domain the algorithm dis
cussed below collapses to the update formula (2.2) 
using appropriate fluxes and for cells that are 
sufficiently far from the embedded boundary the scheme 
reduces to the full second-order Godunov algorithm. 
For mixed cells, we recall that Aijlt represents the frac
tion of the cell volume inside the flow domain and the 
aperwres Ai+1h,j~. AiJ+1h.k and AiJ.,k+lh represent the 
fraction of the area of their respective cell .. faces con
tained within the problem domain. Using this notation, 
we apply the divergence theorem to each cell to obtain 
an initial approximation uijt to U at t"+1 



!J.x Il Y az Aijlr. Uiji = Ax Ily Ilz Aij Uij·l -

llJ Ily Ilz (Ai+lhj ,kFt.J.h.j ,Ir.-A!-'h.,j ~Fl-.JhJ,k) 

+Ilt Ax az (Ai,j~F1J+lh.i-Aij-'h.);F1J....Jh.,i)+ 

+At !J.x Ay (Ai j.k-wzF I j .k+'h -Ai ,j ,k41 J ,k....Jh)-

IltAliF !iI) (3.2) 

where the additional aperture Atk is the surface area of 
the intersection of the embedded boundary with cell 
!l;jlt: and the additional flux F hit: is the flux across that 
smface. The frontal flux is computed by solving a suit
able Riemann problem at the boundary with data taken 
from Uiji' The first step in this process is to determine 
an effective normal to the boundary. This is accom
plished by integration of the gradient of a constant over 
the portion of the cell inside the domain and applying 
the divergence theorem. For any constant. we have 

0= III Vq.dxdydz 
6i~rtfJ 

= I 4> nilS (3.3) 
i(6i~(lQ 

If we take cp:: 1 in (3.3) we can specify Ati and nf, the 
normal to the front, in tenns of the other apertures 
using 

Aifl:nf = AyAz(Aj-lhj,A:-Ai+Jh.jj:)i+ 

Ax Ilz (Ai j....Jh,i-Ai j+'-h.)c)j+ 

Ax Ay (Aij~-.Jh-Aij,.t+lhk) (3.4) 

For the typical case of a reflecting wall we can then 
reflect Urik using an odd reflection of the normal velo
city (relative to the normal n,) and an even reflection 
of the other quantities to obtain values of U on each 
side of the inteIface. Solution of the Riemann problem 
using these states then gives the value of Flit:. Other 
types of boundary conditions can be treated in an analo
gous manner. 

We want to now reexpress the update of U (3.2) 
in terms of the change in U caused by the embedded 
boundary. To accomplish this we first define an update 
that ignores the front 

utJt+1 = U!jl + ~ (Ft....lhj,.t-Ff+'-h.,jj:) 

+ ~(F'-~A.-F.,. U.L) Ily ',J~ 1,J+7.,.. ... 

+ ~ (Flj.k-lh. -Ft'j~+'h) (3.5) 

where the fluxes are computed from the extended states 
UDt~. Then we rewrite (3.5) as 

A U• - A ue:xt 11+1 ~JI i,ik i,ik - ijk ijlt:' + Ult"l ijl: (3.6) 

where 

S:II - A" U" All Uexl ,ll+l Ul'l'~L - '!j,. '!j,. - "1. ~:L -
'l~ I"" ''''' 'l" ,,,,, 

Ax~y& (NAyaz [Ai+'h,j~Ft+'hj .. -Ai....lhj.kFiJ:_'hj,k]+ 

At Axllz [Ai ,j+'h,kF1J+ih,k-Ai ,j-Y1,kF lj -'h);]+ 

N Axlly [Aij,A:+'1Fl,i.).+'I2-AiJ.k-YFfJ,.t-1h] 

-AtA&'F6,,) (3.7) 

We note that with this definition of OM. sufficiently far 
away from the embedded boundary oM = 0 to that (3.7) 
is simply a re-expression of (2.2). If we divide (3.6) by 
Aijt we would have a conservative update for Uiji • 

namely, 

OM-a,. 
U!';t1 = U~"'+l + __ 'J-'_ 

'1" 'J" A' ijl; 

However, because the A's can be arbitrarily small, this 
update can require an excessive time step restriction to 
remain stable. (This update is. of course, stable fOT 
cells where A=l.) To avoid this type of time-step limi
tation we use the redistribution ideas of Chern and 
Colella [6]. Their basic idea is to define a preliminary 
update that adds a fraction of the update that will be 
stable at the time step detennined by the CFL criteria 
on the regular grid. This gives a preliminary evolution 
in time 

(3.8) 

This update does not preserve discrete conservation 
fonn. In order to have conservation, we must distribute 
(I-Aijk)OMiji onto the grid. In the general case we do 
this by decomposing these increments into characteristic 
variables and distributing them to nearby cells in a 
volume-weighted fashion. That more general procedure 
is discussed in the case of front tracking in Bell et al 
[7]. For the case of a reflecting wall, the redistribution 
procedure simplifies by not requiring an upwind. 
characteristic-based approach; simply redistributing all 
of (1-Aiji )1jMijk into the interior of the flow domain is 
sufficient. For this simpler case we define 

OM[i = (1- Aijk)OMijt 

mri = L pljt1Aij1 
1IbIt (i j~) 

Then we define the final values of Uijt1 to be 

aM,4!d 
.11+1 III L iji U -a,. = U·-+ --IJ"" IJ fIWl • 

1IbIt (i j ~ ) 1ni.jlr. 

(3.9) 

(3.10) 

We note the scaling the volumes by p;'jtl in (3.9) 
causes the redistribution to be mass weighted in contrast 
to the volume weighting used by Bell et al for shock 
tracking. The use of mass weighting was found to be 
somewhat superior in the embedded botmdary case; 
however. for a more general system of hyperbolic equa
tions it may not be a meaningful choice. In fact, other 
possible choices for the weighting can be used such as 
total energy weighting or the original volume weight
ing. 



The restriction of the embedded boundary integra
tion technique descnDed above to a Cartesian grid in 
two dimensions is straightforward. The treatment of 
cylindrical coordinates in two dimensions introduces 
some additional issues. The discussion here will be res
tricted to the special case of gas dynamics. For cyJindr* 
ical coordinates, the basic second-order Godunov 
integration scheme uses a volume coordinate form of 
the equations. namely, 

au + dArF + E£. + aG = 0 
at oV

r 
ar oz (3.11) 

where AT == r and Vr = ~2.. The rationale for using 
this fonn of the equations is that it retains the higher
order discretization and is free-stream preserving. i.e., 
no pressure gradients are generated in a uniform flow. 
The issues associated with generalized volume coordi
nates are discussed by Colella [10]. 

The first modification to the r-z Cartesian algo
rithm is the specification of the geometry. The volume 
fractions and apertures are detennined using the actual 
volume measure r dr A:z ;thus, for example, 

II r dr A:z 
Of"'\6.;j 

A \it. = ---.;.---, IIr dr & 
Aij 

In addition, we also need the Cartesian volume frnction 

II dr Az 
A ~ = _n_fl4---,-ii __ 

IJ II dr A:z 
Aij 

The metric terms introduce two changes in the 
basic integration scheme. The determination of the nor
mal to the boundary and the frontal aperture involve 
additional terms. As before, we derive the fonnula by 
integrating the gradient of a constant ~ over the 
domain. This gives 

o = II Vq,r drdz 
/.t.;jrll 

= J q.ndS - J ~drdz. (3.12) 

a(~JQ !.t.;Jn 

If we take +=1 in (3.12) in this case we obtain 

Atnf == A:z(Aj-'h,j-Ai+,h,j)+ 

l!r (A;i-'h.-Aij+#Alj 

where i J are the indices in the r .. z directions respec
tively. A final modification is needed for the computa
tion of &lij Direct differencing of the pressure gmdient 
in the r directions is not appropriate for mixed cells. 
For a mixed cell we rewrite 

E2- = C1A,p _ P dAT ;;: 0 
ar av, av, 

The right hand side is now used for the finite volume 
discretization of ap lor in the computation of &Iii' In 
paIticuJar , 

a" - A' A' ..::.r... _ . 1.4 .p' 1.1.; - ·.1.1. :p. 1.4; or ij 1+,...., 1+,....., I ...... ,....., 1+,....., 

where Pa:M .. j are the edges fluxes computed by the 
Godtmov module and P / t A f and n! are the pressure, 
apertnre. and r component of the normal at the boun
dary. This form maintains the free-stteam preservation 
propeny of the basic integration scheme in the embed
ded boundary case. 

Coupling to AMR 

In this section we describe how the Cartesian grid 
methodology is coupled to a local adaptive mesh 
refinement algorithm described by Bell et al [8]. We 
will briefly review the basic adaptive refinement algo
rithm before describing the modifications needed to 
incorporate the embedded boundary. The algorithm is 
based on a hierarchical grid structure composed of grids 
of varying resolution. The grid hierarchy is consuucted 
using an error estimation procedure to identify cells 
having unacceptable errors that are then clustered into 
logically*rectangular grids that are subdivided to form 
finer cells where more resolution is required. Integra
tion of the differentia~ equations on this hierarchical 
grid structure is a three-step procedure. First, the 
coarse grid is integrated to supply boundary data for 
finer grids. The fine grids are then integrated, subey
cling in time, to catch up to the coarse grid. Finally, 
the coarse grids are corrected to reflect the improved 
resolution of the finer grids. 

There are three modifications that are required to 
couple the Cartesian grid algorithm to adaptive 
refinement First, in order to maintain consistency of 
the representation of the geometry on different levels of 
refinement, the volume fractions and the area fractions 
are calculated on the finest level of resolution and then 
averaged down to the coarser levels in a volume 
weighted or area weighted fashion. Second, interpola
tion from coarse grids to finer grids~ which occurs in 
interpolating boundary conditions for the fine grids and 
in initializing fine grids from coarse grids when the 
error estimation criteria call for finer grids in a particu
lar region. is modified in a fashion similar to the calcu
lation of one-sided differences in the integration algo
rithm; that is, anyone-sided slopes used in the conser
vation interpolation calculation are set to zero if any of 
the ceUs involved fall entirely OUI of the fluid domain. 
Similarly. in averaging fine grid cells to define values 
on an underlying coarse grid cell. the averaging must be 
weighted by the volume fractions in the fine cells to 
ensure conservation. The compatibility between levels 
is then guaranteed because the geometry of the coarse 



grid is defined as the average of the fine grid geometry. 

The third modification represents a more substan
tial change. Without the embedded boundary, the 
correction to the coarse grid to reflect the improved 
resolution of the fine grid is to replace underlying 
coarse grid values with the average of the covering fine 
grid values and to add a flux correction SF to coarse 
grid cells that border fine grids. More precisely, we set 

(4.1) 

where 

8F = l:(AI IlII FI) -Acf,JcFc 

with the sum taken over the fine grid edges that cover 
the coarse edge and over the number of time steps the 
fine grid is subcycled for a coarse step. Heret V C is the 
volume of the coarse cell. and A C J are the areas of the 
coarse cell faces and the fine cell faces that cover it 
Note that 8F is an extensive quantity, e.g. mass not 
density. The update (4.1) is equivalent to repeating the 
integration of the coarse cell using the sum of the fine 
grid fluxes to update the cell instead of the coarse grid 
flux. 

When embedded boundaries are included, addi
tional modifications are needed to account for the 
effects of the redistnbution step of the algorithm. 
These corrections arise because redistribution provides 
an additional mechanism for communication across a 
coarse-fine boundary. There are four basic coarse-fine 
redistribution terms: 

OR}: These are the values redistributed into the fine 
grid from the grid boundary cells; hence, there 
are artificial and their effect must be removed. 

OR!: These are the values redistributed from the coarse 
grid into the coarse grid cells underlying the fine 
grid that are subsequently lost when the coarse 
values is redefined by averaging the fine values. 

OR/: These are the values redistributed from the fine 
grid into its bOlmdary cell. These values are then 
lost 

OR!: These denote the redistribution values from the 
coarse grid underlying the fine grid to the coarse 
grid cells on the boundary of the fine grid Their 
effect should be removed. 

We now define 

(4.2) 

and 

(4.3) 

These terms. which are accumulated in extensive form~ 
represent the values that should be added to the coarse 
interior cells on the boundary of the fine grid (and the 
fine cells that cover them) and the correction to be 

added to the coarse grid exterior to the find grid We 
associate OR J with the coarse grid cell from which the 
values came and OR E with the coarse grid cell that 
received them. We note that the M's and the OF's 
must, in general~ be accumulated on both the coarse and 
the fine grids and that the fluxes appearing in the 
definition of SF are aperture weighted. These terms are 
then combined to form 

(4.4) 

which is a generalized reflux correction to coarse grid 
cells that border fine grids. As we did in the main 
integration step, we include a stable portion of the 
update in each cell and redisnibute the remainder to its 
neighbors. Thus. 

UII+1·-UII+1 • ~.I1 
.- -t"OlYlc_1 

and 

OM~ = (l-A)OM'c-1 (4.5) 

The 6M~ are then redistributed to the neighboring 
coarse cells using the procedure defined in the previous 
section. Values redistributed during this procedure to 
coarse grids that are covered by fine grid cells are lifted 
to the fine grid. weighted by the fine grid At s. We note 
that for interfaces between coarse and fine grids that are 
not near a portion of the embedded boundary) the OR 's 
in (4.4) vanish and the reflux correction reduces to 
(4.1). 

Numerical Example 

In this section we present several numerical 
examples showing the combined Cartesian grid I adap
tive mesh refinement algorithm. 

The first example is the calculation of the 
Prandtl*Meyer expansion wave resulting from a Mach 
1.2 flow turning through an angle of 30 degrees. Figure 
1 shows a contour plot of the density at late time for a 
uniform l6OxSO grid; figure 2 displays the density in 
the mixed cells, ie., the density profile along the 
fluid/body interface. We performed a convergence study 
of the algorithm using this problem by doing three cal· 
culations on 8Ox40, l6Ox80, and 32Ox160 grids for 250, 
500. and 1000 time steps, respectively. Two measures 
of the error in the solution at the final time step were 
used, an area weighted relative error for the entire protr. 
lem domain and a length weighted relative error for the 
solution along the fluid/bOdy interface. The two error 
measures are tabulated below for two quantities. log
entropy and stagnation enthalpy t both of which are con· 
stants for the flow under consideration: 



grid log -entropy stag. enthalpy 

error wall error error wall error 

8Ox40 .00154 .0233 2.22e-4 .00314 

16Ox80 '()OO42 .0108 8.05e-5 .00193 

320x160 .00010 .0049 2.70e-5 .00124 

These results suggest that the algorithm is second order 
accurate away from the fluid/body interface and first 
order accurate at the interface. 

The second example shows a Mach 10 flow past a 
30 degree ramp. Figure 3 shows density contours of 
the solution obtained using the Cartesian grid algorithm. 
For comparison~ the solution obtained using the 
second-order Godunov method described in Colella [9] 
with the adaptive mesh refinement scheme described in 
Bell et. aI. [8]. is displayed in Figure 4. Each calcula
tion uses the same size coarse level cells and the same 
refinement ratios in building two levels of successively 
finer cells. Hence, the effective resolution of the two 
calculations is the same at all levels of refinement The 
grids at the different levels of refinement are shown as 
boxes. We observe that the results of the Cartesian grid 
calculation compare favorably with the results of the 
other calculation. (We note here that the jaggedness of 
the fluid/body interface in grids at the coarser levels of 
refinement in figure 3 and in later figures is a plotting 
artifact.) 

The third example (Figure 4) shows a Mach 1.597 
flow past a cone with a semi-apex angle of 9.5 degrees. 
This flow is calculated using the r-z fonnulation of the 
Cartesian grid algorithm. The results of the calculation 
for the most part compare favorably with experimental 
results [11]. However. the computed flow in the wake 
region is not as well developed as the wake flow 
observed experimentally since the fonner is calculated 
in a purely axially symmetric fashion. 

The last example shows a Mach 2.33 flow past a 
cone/cylinder with a semi-apex angle of 8.58 degrees. 
Figure 6 shows the density at late time of four longitu
dinal slices of the flow. Figure 7 shows a rendering of 
the density at the same time in the entire flow region 
and in the wake region. The calculated results show 
good agreement with experimental results using the 
same configuration 
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FIG. 1. Density contours from the computation of a Prandtl-Meyer expansion wave resulting 
from a Mach 1.2 flow turning through an angle of 30 degress. 
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FIG. 2. Density profile along the fluid/body interface for the computed flow displayed in figure 1. 



FIG. 3. Density contours from a. computation of a Mach 10 flow past a. 30 degree ra.mp. 

FIG. 4. Density contours from a higher order Godunov / AMR computation for the fiow displayed 
in ngure 3. 



fiG. 5. Density contours from an r-z compuation of a Mach 1.597 flow past a cone with a 
semi-apex angle of 9.5 degrees. 



------~ 

Figure 6. Longitudinal slices of density field for Mach 2.33 flow past a cone-cylinder. 

with a semi-apex angle of 8.58 degrees. 

Figure 7. Rendering of density field for Mach 2.33 flow past a cone-cylinder, 

with a semi-apex angle of 8.58 degrees. Full and wake views. 


